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Earlier this year, before news
of the credit crunch was quite so
evident and most certainly before
it was frequently addressed within
the national press, I booked a
number of events in celebration
of family occasions and have just
spent an interesting few weeks
trying to execute them. 

The first was in October to cele-
brate a landmark birthday for my
husband and the excitement of our
journey by Eurostar from the new
St. Pancras station in London to
Paris most certainly didn’t disap-
point. We spent a lovely weekend
in the capitol city of France, end-
ing with a trip to Disneyland Paris
on the actual day of his birthday. 

Now some would consider this a
most unusual destination for such
a mature birthday but you’re as
young as you feel I say! Also, I’d
arranged for our two sons to join
us there as a surprise. Well sadly
the passport office failed to deliver
a renewed passport in time for
Jack, but James and Chantel
got there safely and we had fun
wandering around, reminiscing
previous visits when the children
were younger. In particular the visit
on Jack’s 9th birthday when he
was denied access to the Space
Mountain ride as he wasn’t tall
enough and the disappointment
nearly ruined his day! 

All went well until around 5pm
when the heavens opened, dark
descended but at least the queue
for the rides improved! So, fool-
ishly, Peter and I charged around
the queuing lanes of the Indiana
Jones ride and got to the ‘loading
bay’ in record time, into the
allotted seats, very pleased with
ourselves. The security bars came
down over our shoulders and then
disaster hit as we suddenly re-
alised we had boarded the wrong

ride – I don’t do roller coasters!
Too late, I’m afraid as once it takes
off there’s no way out. So we 
traversed the sharp bends, steep
rises and falls and worst of all, the
loop the loop, all in the dark with
the rain pouring down! The ride
seemed to last an age and I got 
off with feet that didn’t seem to
belong to my body, nauseated and
with a significant headache. That
was certainly a birthday treat never
to be repeated or forgotten.

My birthday was just the other
week and more sedate with the
treat of tickets to see Barry
Manilow at the O2 – for what was
planned as a nostalgic trip from
our courtship days! So imagine my
disappointment when I developed
a nasty virus and lost my voice
for almost two weeks. I was truly
looking forward to the concert
outing for many reasons, but
when the day arrived I wasn’t well
enough to go and even worse,
I offered them to so many friends
free of charge but no one wanted
them! 

Easier to stay at home I’ve de-
cided and now in December many
of us are engrossed in the final
stages of Strictly Come Dancing
and the X Factor plus the recently
released DVD of Mamma Mia!,
there’s no need to go out! What a
great way to save the pennies as
the economic downturn affects us
all in one way or another. Card
making though is still a relatively
cheap hobby so I will continue to
create and be very industrious,
with all the satisfaction and plea-
sure it brings. 

Good wishes to you all for the
New Year.

© Craft Creations Limited, 2009. This magazine was produced at Craft Creations Limited by Paul Kearley, Jenny Kearley, Jo Crouch, Natalie East,
Christopher Crouch, and Sean Fricker. No part of this magazine may be reproduced or used in any other publication without prior permission from Craft
Creations Limited. Great care has been taken to ensure the accuracy of the articles contained in this magazine, but Craft Creations Ltd cannot be held
responsible for any mistakes or misprints. All trademarks and registered names acknowledged. We welcome contributions by readers; letters, cards for
the gallery, articles, projects, designer profiles, hints and tips, etc.

Jane Chiodini
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3D Découpage
By Jenny Kearley
LAYERING & MOUNTING IDEAS:

These 3D découpage sheets are printed
in the step-by-step style. Simply cut out the
complete picture (no.1 on the sheet) and
use this for the background layer then cut
out the numbered layers in turn, mounting
them onto the main picture as you go using
either mini fixers or silicone glue.

A suitable aperture card code is printed
on each sheet but the designs also look
great mounted in a variety of other ways.
A little extra work on the layers does make
a lot of difference.

Bride & Groom Bears In Car: SD380
Layer 2: Cut between the side of the hat and brim at the
back and curve the brim down.
Layer 3: Curve the pointed bit of hat brim down.

Layer 4: Cut be-
tween paws and
face, curving the
chin down. Cut be-
tween the arm and
face and curve the shoulder down.
Layer 5: This looks even better if you
add a polyester windscreen. Cut the
layer from the sheet and trim leaving an
extra 4mm of background outside both
window struts. Place a line of double
sided tape along the two struts, cut a bit
of polyester to 2cm x 6cm and stick in
place on the layer. Now when you cut the
outside of the strut away it will trim the
polyester and tape too. Trim the top to
shape using scissors once it is stuck in
place and follow the line on the painting.
Layer 6: Glue the top of the bonnet.
Mounted 1: GF26U-44 Linen Cream. The
card is covered with silver paper and the

Bears Under Umbrella: SD247
Layer 2: Cut between the feet of the yellow bear and then cut between the boot
with hearts and puddle, curve the back boot and the puddle under the heart
boot down.
Layer 3: Cut along the opening of the yellow coat but only below and above the
buttons, shape and lift the right side. Cut between the yellow hood and collar
curving the hood down at the cut. Curve the sides of the umbrella down, only
use a fixer in the centre at the bottom and glue the top of the umbrella. 
Layer 4: Curve the yellow arm down at the top and bottom and sticky fix by the
elbow. Cut between the toe of the boot and the coat, bending the coat down.
Treat the umbrella as previous layer.
Layer 5: Cut along the coat opening up to the umbrella handle and bend the
small side down. Curve the coat down by the boot. Cut between the hood and
coat and bend the hood down. Treat the umbrella as layer 3.
Layer 6: Treat the umbrella as before even though it is smaller. Glue the front
arm at the shoulder.
Layer 7: Glue the top of the umbrella segment. Glue the arm at the shoulder.
Curve the paw down at the wrist.
Mounted 1: SF01U-30 White. The front of the card is covered with creative
paper (SR114P) then clear glitter glue is streaked across to make the rain.
Standard Mount (not shown): AP48U-51 Hammer Blue.

design mounted onto red paper with a creative
border along the bottom. The white and red border
is punched out and more of the creative border 
is added. Real ribbons are used on the hat and 
on the car along with the polyester windscreen.
Mounted 2: AP48M-82 Stardream Silver. A panel
is used over the lilac ribbon which has peel off let-
ters to include the names of the bride and groom.
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Bear In Basket: SD379
Layer 3: Glue the basket sides at the bottom edge.
Layer 4: Curve the top of the face down. Curve both ends of each piece
of ribbon before sticky fixing them into place. Glue the basket at the sides.

Glue the leaf on the basket rim by the bot-
tom only and lift once dry. Glue the flower
stem.
Layer 5: Glue the sides of the basket. Curve
the bow loops nicely and glue the knot.
Layer 6: Glue the yellow dot of the lilac
flower.
Layer 7: Cut between the lilac petals and
shape them.
Layer 8: Cut between the petals and shape
them.
Mounted 1: AP48U-76 Raspberry.
Mounted 2: GF26U-44 Linen Cream. The
design is mounted onto pink creative paper.
The side panel features organza ribbon
(RIB10-13), a heart border (XL640U-01) and
panels from the découpage sheet.

Cat In Heart Bag: SD249
Layer 3: Cut between the present and the right
bow loop, curving the bow down.
Layer 4: Cut the flowers away from the wrapping

Cat In Flower Bag:
SD253
Layer 4: Cut between the bow
and bag and lightly fold the side
of the bag down.
Layer 5: Cut between the bag
and cat’s face on both sides in
as far as the paws. Curve the
cat’s face down and lightly fold
the bag on the painted line.
When sticking this into place,
slip the bag under the bow tail
from the previous layer.
Mounted 1: SF01U-30 White.
Covered with ivory/gold flower,
creative foiled paper (CP080G).
Gold organza ribbon (RIB10-08)
is tied along one side and a
heart border sticker (XL640U-01)
used along its centre. A wording
border from the découpage
sheet is mounted across the
card below the design.
Mounted 2: 
AP48M-85 Stardream Gold. The
same border decorates the card.

paper, sticky fix the flowers
into place and glue along
the bottom edge. Cut be-
tween the ribbon and bag,
lightly fold the bag along the
painted line and lift the bow
tail.
Layer 5: Lightly fold the bag
on the painted line. Cut be-
tween the cat’s face and
bag on both sides in as far
as the paws and curve the
face down. When sticking
the piece into place, slip the
bag under the bow tail of
the previous layer.
Mounted 1: 
AP48U-56 Textura Ivory.
Mounted 2: 
SF06U-43 Linen White. 
Covered with pretty shaded
paper (SR118P). The present
and bow are cut away from
the découpage image and
replaced with a white paper
present and real organza 
ribbon (RIB10-04). 
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Bear With Hearts: SD381
Layer 3: Curve the right side of the head
and the right elbow down. Cut along the
painted line above the nose, sticky fix into
place positioning a pad behind the nose
to lift it from the face.
Layer 4: Cut between the ‘fingers’ of the
left paw and shape them.
Layer 5: Cut between the ‘fingers’ of the
paw and shape them. Curve both ends of
the watch strap down.
Mounted 1: SF10U-30 White. The design
is made to fit this card, covering it com-
pletely or it can be fitted into an aperture
in the usual way. The two banners are
from the découpage sheet.
Mounted 2: AP48U-43 Linen White.
I’ve used a straight red border sticker
(XL500U-04) around the aperture then
added a narrow pattern border (XL632U-
08) on top to get a hint of red showing 
beneath the white. The wording is all done
with Gold Label stickers, (XL002U-03 and
-04 and XL023U-03 and XL058U-03).

Wedding Bunnies: SD276
Layer 2: Cut between bride’s feet and
curve the back foot down.
Layer 3: Cut between the three leaves by
the bell and shape them. Cut between
headdress and ear and curve the back of
the head down. Curve the bottom down
by the tail. Cut between the head and
body of both bunnies and curve the bod-
ies down at the shoulder.
Layer 4: Curve the sides of the bells
down. Sticky fix both ears and glue where
they join the head. Sticky fix both noses
and glue at the cheek. Glue both arms at
the shoulder. Do not use a sticky fixer on
the bow tie, just glue the knot and lift the
loops when dry.
Layer 5: Curve both arms down at the
shoulder. Glue the bow tie by the centre
only. Curve both sides of the bell, sticky
fix into place and glue the top.
Mounted 1: GF31U-43 Linen White. The
large panel is covered with shaded paper
(SR114P) and the large border from the
découpage sheet is mounted across the
top of both panels. A clear glitter heart

Bear With Bouquet: SD378
Layer 2: Cut between the body and
foot, curve body down and foot up.
Layer 3: Curve both sides of the
nose down before sticky fixing into
place. Cut along the bottom of the
arm and up around the paws to
leave the arm on the flowers and
the paws on the ribbon. Curve the
arm down and place sticky fixers
under the paws.
Layer 4: Cut between the back
of the top right bow loop and the
stalks and curve the bow down.
Layer 5: Cut between the front
and back of the two bow loops
that have backs, leaving the last 4-
5mm near the knot uncut. Curve
the backs down and the fronts up,
glue the knot and sticky fix the rest
into place.
Mounted 1: AP48U-51 Hammer
Blue. The wording is XL718U-08.
Mounted 2: SF10U-30 White. The
front of the card is covered with
shaded paper (SR118P) I chose a
part near the top of the sheet rather
than the creamy colour at the
bottom. The little panels are both
extras from the découpage sheet.

chain is added around the main design (ZL738U-
82). Extras from the découpage sheet are used to
decorate the small panel and the shaded paper
is used behind the little book.
Mounted 2: AP48U-44 Linen Cream.



Easter Silhouette
By Jane Hennis
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Black Paper: CRE05P. 

White Card: VA025.

Clear Polyester: PET01.

Gold Label Stickers: 
XL354U-03 Scene and Birds,
XL500U-03 Borders and 
XL280U-03 Wording.

Marabu Glass Paints: 
GPP017 Colourless, 
GPP019 Opaque White, 
GPP029 Turquoise, GPP024 
Green and GPP032 Yellow.

Black StazOn Ink Pad.

Fine Paint Brush.

White Spirit or Brush Cleaner.

Tracing Paper and Soft Pencil.

Scissors or Craft Knife.

Sticky Fixers: ADH05.

UHU Power Spray: ADH15.

Card Mount: 
SF01M-83 Stardream Quartz.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

Lightly fix the tracing paper over
the actual size diagram on the next
page and trace all the lines for the
patterned border. 

Place the tracing face down on the black paper
and retrace over the lines to transfer them. Carefully
cut out the design, if you use scissors, push the point
of the scissors into the centre of the enclosed areas
and cut across from the hole to the marked lines.

Check the polyester for fingerprints and wipe off
any that are visible with a soft cloth or tissue. Spray
the back of the cut out design with power spray and
stick onto the clear polyester, don’t trim the polyester
to size just yet. Peel and stick the oval bunny sticker
into the centre of the frame and press firmly in place.

I painted the pieces from the reverse side. The bor-
der has chunky lines so this is easy to do, but extra
care is needed when painting the sticker. Don’t over-
load the brush as there are no outlines to keep the
paint from flowing across. You can paint the sticker

from the front but with so many twigs it’s difficult to
paint the sky neatly between the small areas.

Place the work face down over a sheet of white
paper and paint both the border design and the
bunny design using the glass paints. Use the picture
to guide you for colours. Use opaque white paint for
the two bunnies. Dilute the colours using colourless
paint to make the paler shades of blue and green.
After painting place the work somewhere flat and
dust free to dry.

Once the paint is thoroughly dry, spray the back 
of the work with power spray and stick onto the
white card. Cut both the polyester and the white card
to the outline of the black frame. The white of the
card will show along the edge of the oval, colour this
edge by running the black ink pad along it.
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VARIATION:

This design is made using the same border but
with a different sticker (XL363U). I’ve glass painted
four of the little chicks from around the design and
cut them out. They are mounted using sticky fixers 
to give them a bit of a shadow. 

Use the medium thickness border strips to make a
border around the card about 3mm from the edges
and crossing over at the corners. Make a little box 
in each corner about 15mm square, crossing the 
corners as for the main border. 

There are three little birds on branches on the
sticker sheet, all facing the same way. Add a little 
bird on branch into each left hand corner box just 
as they are. Cut the other bird off the branch, stick
the branch in place in a right hand box and add 
one of the separate birds that faces the other way. 

The final bird can be cut from inside one of the
spare oval scenes, the higher bird is facing the right
way and has a very similar branch. If you prefer not 
to cut into an oval the last bird can be taken from a 
second sticker sheet.

Use sticky fixers to mount the oval onto the card
leaving enough room for the wording. Peel and stick
the wording onto the card below the oval.

Actual Size



Slotwork Bluebells
By Nikki Harvey
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

White Card 125mm x 165mm.

Green Card 130mm x 170mm.

15mm Organza Ribbon: RIB10-17 Dark Green, 
-05 Lilac and -07 Pale Blue.

7mm Organza Ribbon: RIB14-17 Dark Green.

Gold Label Stickers: XL306U-02.

Pale Blue Stamp Pad.

Finger Tip Dauber: SPO03.

Tracing Paper and Pencil.

Craft Knife and Cutting Mat.

Clear Tape.

6mm Wide Double Sided Tape: ADH13.

Card Mount: SF01U-09 Lavender.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

Trace the slotwork lines from the actual size dia-
gram on the next page and transfer to the back of
the white card.

Place the card face up and lightly sponge the front
to give a soft mottled effect using the dauber and the
pale blue pad. Allow to dry, then place the piece of
card face down and cut through each traced line.
The design is created by sliding the ribbons into
these slots in the card.

Work the flower stems first using the narrow green
ribbon. You can use the wider ribbon for these narrow
stems but it does get in the way of the slots and
makes it harder to work the rest of the design. 

Cut off a strip of double side tape about 15cm
long, place sticky side
up on the cutting mat
and slit it in half down
the length. Put one strip
out of the way for a
moment and use the
other to run along the
slot of one stem cut-
ting it where needed to
allow it to lay flat.

The tape is always
placed along the back
of the curve, see the
diagram on the left.

Peel the backing from the tape and lay the ribbon
onto it placing it with the edge about 2mm over the
cut slot, to allow the ribbon to lay nicely it may need
a snip or two along the edge.

The ends of the ribbon should extend beyond the
slot by about 1cm. If you lift the slot side of the card
the ribbon will flick under the card and show on the
front, see diagram below. 

Check the front, it should be a fairly even, narrow
stem, if not peel it and adjust until it looks right then

make sure the ends
look neat. Place a
couple of small bits of
clear tape over the slot
and the ribbon to hold
them neatly in place.
Work the other 3 stems
in the same way.

The rest of the de-
sign is worked using
the wide ribbon so the
double sided tape does
not need slitting along
the length.
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VARIATION:

This design is made from a small part of the main
picture, I’ve used the left hand four leaves and flower
stem, but reversed them so they begin at the left and
lean into the card. 

The card mount (AP08U-30) is covered with pale
blue gingham paper (SR136P), which gives it a very
pretty ‘country kitchen’ look. 

slot on any stem and adjust it to look nice. The lower
edge of the flower should be fairly level and about 8mm
wide, once you are happy with it use clear tape to keep
it in place. Work the other flowers on the stem in the
same way making each successive flower slightly
smaller. Work the rest of the flower stems using the
same method.

Use double sided tape to fix this panel to the green
panel and then onto the card mount. Add the greeting
to complete the card.

Begin with the top leaf, cut
the ribbon about 2cm longer
than the slot and test the rib-
bon in the slot sliding from the
left, you want enough ribbon
to show to give the leaf shape
but too much looks wrong.

Once you are happy, fix it in
place using a little clear tape
over the ribbon and the slot.
Avoid covering the other slots,
although you can always slit
through the tape to clear them
again if necessary.

Work the rest of the leaves,
the two small part leaves 
are worked from the outside
edges and the others from the
inside edges.

I found the blue and the lilac
ribbons were both just the
wrong colour for bluebells, but
putting the blue over the lilac
gave quite a pretty colour. Cut
a 2cm length of both colours,
lay the lilac over the blue and
fold with the blue on the out-
side. Push this folded part
through the innermost flower

Actual Size
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Scraps of Card: Silver Mirri, Creative Foil Coated
and Hi-5 Cryogen White.

Silver Angel Hair: AH02A4.

Gold Label Stickers: XL276U-02 Wording and
XL516U-02 Numbers (similar).

Silver Mini Gemstones: GE05-02.

Sizzlits Heart Die and Machine (or hand cut).

Narrow Silver Cord: ACC008.

Sticky Fixers and Glue Stick.

Double Sided Tape: ADH13.

UHU General Purpose Adhesive: ADH01.

Card Mount: DEC1U-69 Cryogen White.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

Two Hearts
By Evelyn Doherty

Actual Size

Stick a piece of Angel Hair onto the cryogen white
card using the glue stick then cut a panel from this to

50mm x 60mm. Use double sided tape to stick this
to a piece of silver Mirri card and cut around leaving
a 2mm silver edge. 

Cut a piece of cryogen white to 12mm x 76mm
and another to 14mm x 14mm. Stick these pieces
onto silver Mirri using double sided tape and cut
around leaving a 2mm silver edge as before. Add
the wording and number stickers to the panels.

Arrange the cord on the front of the card using the
photo as a guide. Use sticky fixers to mount all three
panels onto the card trapping the silver cord under
the fixers to hold it in place. 

Cut two hearts from the embossed silver card
using the Sizzlits die (you can cut a similar heart
shape from the diagram if you don’t have a die). Glue
a silver gem below the dip in
each heart and mount the hearts
onto the panel using sticky fixers.

Left: Try changing the hearts to
burgundy to make a pretty ruby
anniversary card. Reds usually
work better with gold rather than
silver, so I used gold Mirri card
and gold cord for this version. 



One Stop Shoe Shop
By Glynis Clark
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Assorted A4 Mirri Card: MIRSC.

Selection of Gold Label Stickers and /or
Gems.

Low Tack Tape or Masking Tape.

Plastic Scoring/Folding Tool: EAZ03.

Tracing Paper and Pencil.

Craft Knife or Scissors.

These gorgeous shiny shoes make very
fashionable cards for the young at heart and
as you get two shoes from one A4 piece of
Mirri card they are quite economical.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

Actual Size

shoe and indent a line on the card. Cut the shoe out
while still folded.

Decorate the shoes with stickers, gems, brads,
feathers etc. Define the edges of the shoes with gold
or silver narrow borders, I used XL632U which has
several different styles of border on the sheet. 

The main card (above) is decorated using pretty
heart stickers ZL640U and ZL641U both in silver 
glitter (colour 52).

The purple shoe uses part of a clear glitter poinset-
tia ZL629U-82 as the main decoration and the blue
shoe uses a silver glitter flower from ZL621U-52.

Of course, you can also change the heel height to
reflect the current fashion for higher shoes as I have
in the black shoe with larger gems as the main decor-
ation (left). You will need to bring the front of the shoe
down at a steeper angle too, giving it

a lovely deep curve along
the top edge.

Score across the centre of the Mirri card and fold
on the score line. Keep the back and front of the

card together with low tack tape to make
cutting out easier. 

Trace the shoe shape from the dia-
gram then place the tracing over the

folded card with the back of the
shoe lined up on the fold.

Use the embossing
tool or a pencil to

re-trace
the



Gem Flowers
By Kate Gannon
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Stardream Paper: STD11P Amethyst,
STD16P Kunzite and STD02P Quartz.

Gold Label Stickers: XL585U-01 Vase of Flowers,
XL306U-01 Wording, XL500U-01 Lines and
XL568U-01 Butterflies.

Pastel Printed Parchment: PG011.

4mm Diameter Gemstones: GEM16.

1 Silver Mini Gemstone: GE05-02.

Flower Paper Punch: PPU340.

Embossing Tool and Scissors.

Tracing Paper and Pencil.

Mini Fixers: ADH18.

UHU General Purpose Adhesive: ADH01.

Double Sided Tape.

Card Mount: AP49U-15 Parchment Pink.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

Cut a piece of quartz
Stardream to fit behind
the card aperture, glue
it into place and stick
the card closed.

On the vase/flower
sticker sheet, cut along
the top of one vase
where marked with a
red line to separate it
from the flowers.

Peel just the vase
from the sheet and
stick onto the kunzite
paper. Trim the paper to the sticker edge 

The vase may well have distorted slightly as you
peeled and placed it. To ensure your shadow fits
perfectly, place the amethyst paper over the kunzite
vase and press along the inner edge of the left hand
side of the vase using the embossing tool. This will
give you an indented line to cut along. 

Trace the shaded part of the vase from the actual
size photograph on the next page. Place this over
the marked amethyst paper aligning the left edges,
retrace the rest of the shape and cut it out. Glue the
shading into place on the vase. 

Gently shape the
vase between your fin-
gers, curving it down
at the sides.

Trim a flower from
another vase on the
sticker sheet as shown
by the red lines. Stick
the flower onto ameth-
yst paper and cut it out.
Curve the tips of the petals up just a little and glue 
by the centre only to the finished vase.

Punch a flower from quartz Stardream lifting the
petals a little to shape them. Glue by the centre only,
over the purple flower on the vase.

To give the vase a good base cut three ‘shadows’
from amethyst paper. These can be cut freehand or
traced from the actual size photograph. Stick the
shadows onto the card in the positions shown. Check
that they sit nicely behind the vase by placing it over
them before gluing them into place.

Use sticky fixers along the centre of the vase,
lightly glue it along the sides and mount it onto the
card positioning it over the shadows. 
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Returning to the flowers cut from the vase earlier
(above left), cut away the two wheat ear stems and the
twiggy stem (all shown blue). Prepare a tiny piece of
amethyst paper to fit behind the neck of the vase shown
with a green outline on the diagram. You can trace this
shape from the photo below or from your sticker sheet.

Peel the rest of the flowers from the sheet and stick
the piece of amethyst paper behind the top of the vase.
Stick the flowers onto the card aligning the neck of the
vase to the vase on the card.

Use the twiggy stem cut away from the bunch (above
left, blue) and stick it to the left of the arrangement on
the card (shown by a blue arrow).

Cut the leaf spray (above, shown pink) from both of the
spare designs and place as shown by the
pink arrows in the photo. Cut the fern
leaves from both of the spare designs
(above, shown yellow) and place as
shown by the yellow arrows in the photo.
This completes the base layer of stickers.

The upper layer of flowers are made
from the loose flowers around the main
designs, you will need 16 of them. Peel
the flowers and stick them onto pastel
parchment, use the photograph to guide
you as to which flower shapes to choose.
Stick each flower onto the colour shown
in the photo if you want to use my col-
ours, or just stick them onto random
colours if you prefer.

Cut out the flowers and use a sticky
fixer in the centre of each to stick them
over the appropriate flower on the card.
The extra flowers fit around the main
bunch as shown in the photo, saving the
last one for the bottom of the pot.

Place one of the cut away wheat ears
onto parchment and cut it out. Place it
behind the last flower touching the stem
onto the fixer pad and stick both into
place at the base of the vase.

Stick a small silver gem to the white
flower on the vase and a coloured gem

stone to the centre of each flower, matching
them with the petal colours.

Add the butterfly and wording stickers then
carefully run a gold borderline around the aper-
ture as shown in the photograph.

Actual Size

I’ve made several of these cards and the one
above uses an AP31G card. The background is
embossed using an embossing template covered
in small butterflies giving it a rather pretty, but
subtle finish.

Another option to try is working onto a pre-
embossed paper such as Spider Web paper
(SPD01) or Spirograph paper (SPG01).
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Scrapbook Papers: 
SCR318, SCR319 and SCR320.

Scrapbook Stickers: SBS314 and SBS315.

Coloured Eyelets: 5mm Circles EYE019.

Chalk Effect Stamp Pad: STP123 Deep Brown.

A4 Linen Cream Card: CEM04.

Metal Scrapbook Charms and/or Brads.

7mm Beige Ribbon and Cream Organza Ribbon.

Craft Knife and Cutting Mat.

Double Sided Tape.

Sticky Fixers.

P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.

Card Mount: CD12U-44 Linen Cream.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

Wedding Tags
By Debbie Brothwood

Place the card face up and opened out. Cut a piece
of petal paper to fit onto the small panel leaving a 
tiny border of card showing all around. Cut a piece 
of wording paper for the third panel to fit in the same
way. Turn the card face down and cut a piece of 
pastel stripe paper for the second panel.

Before sticking the papers
onto the card, lightly drag a
dark chalk effect pad or an
ink pad across the edges of
the cut paper to darken them.
Glue the papers onto the card
panels, the dark edges will
add contrast to the design. 

Open the card mount, stick
the large double bells at the
top of the back panel and 
add a few loose pink petals
beneath it.

Set three coloured eyelets
along the top of the small
panel then stick a ‘Love’
sticker upright onto this panel
too. Your card should now
look like the empty card on
the left (without the ribbon).

Take two short lengths of
cream or pale yellow organza 
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FINISHING UP:

Actual Size

Make three square ended tags using the diagrams
below for sizes. Drag the chalk effect pad across the
edges of each tag to match the papers. 

Embellish the large tag with ‘Adore’ from the word-
ing paper, tear the paper around two sides of the
word as shown and chalk the edges. Add a heart
sticker and stitch on a piece of net fabric if desired. 
I also added three metal scrapbook squares to one
side, if you don’t have any of these you can impro-
vise. Try cutting one of the larger stickers into three
squares and add a curl of wire to each.

The medium tag is simply embellished with a
‘from this day forward’ sticker. The small tag is
covered with one of the tag shaped stickers with
wine glass stickers on top and, to make it more
tactile, I also wound some gold wire a few times
around it. 

Once the tags are embellished, thread some ribbon
through the holes and add decorative metal brads or
eyelets. Tuck the larger tag into the top pocket and
arrange the two smaller ones in the lower pocket.

ribbon and knot them together. Lay the ribbon across the small
panel with the knot closer to the left side. Wrap one end to the
back of the small panel and glue there, glue the other end to 
the back of the next panel. 

Fold the card and crease firmly. Glue along the side
edges of the two smaller front panels to make them
into little pockets for the tags to fit into.



Special Mum
By Pam Finden
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Pink Creative Paper: SR003P.

Black Paper: CRE05P.

Stardream Quartz Paper: STD02P.

Daisy Punches: PPU418 Medium
and PPU318 Small.

Gold Label Stickers:
XL428U-03 Hearts and Flowers,
XL662U-03 Hearts, XL088U-03
Roses, XL080U-03 & XL009U-03
Butterflies, XL586U-03 Bows
and XL583U-03 Daisies.

Small Embossing Tool: ET002.

Tracing Paper and Pencil.

Ruler and Scissors.

Craft Knife and Cutting Mat.

Mini Fixers and Double Sided Tape.

Card Mount: DF03M-83 Stardream Quartz.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

Actual Size

Place some tracing paper over the diagram
of the ‘M’. The card mount is the size of the
outer white lines of the ‘M’ on the diagram,
so you just need to mark the corners for
alignment and trace around green areas
to cut away. Trace the lines for the pink ‘M’
using a ruler to keep the lines straight.

Note: The right hand line of the white ‘M’
will be on the fold of the card mount, you
can just see the curve of the ‘U’ beginning
next to it on the diagram.

Place a new area of tracing paper over the
‘U’ and trace around the green areas to cut
away. Note the edges of the ‘U’ are on the
fold lines of the card mount. Trace the pink
‘U’ shape. 

Place the ‘M’ tracing over the card mount
aligning the corner marks and retrace to
indent just the areas to cut away. Do the
same with the ‘U’ over the centre panel
aligning the sides on the fold lines and then
repeat with the ‘M’ on the last panel.

Transfer the inner (pink) lines to the back
of the pink creative paper using a ruler for
the straight lines and doing the ‘M’ twice.
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DECORATING THE PANELS:

Actual Size

Use scraps of the same pink, quartz and black
papers along with black peel-off stickers to decorate
the panels. You can follow my positioning from the
photo or go your own way. Here are some guidelines
and close up pictures for making up some of the
flowers and butterflies.

The butterflies are treated in the same way regard-
less of size and pattern. Stick each butterfly, except

Cut out the pink letters
and glue them onto black
paper. Cut around leaving
a neat black border of
about 1mm using a ruler
for the straight parts
once again. 

Open out the card
blank and use double
sided tape to fix the
pink and black letters to
the panels of the card placing them so all the card
borders around them are of equal width.

the head and antennae, onto the Stardream paper.
Cut them out, fold the wings up and stick into place
on the card with a little glue on the body only.

I used stems from the roses for each of
the flowers although some have daisy tops.
All the sticker flowers and punched flowers
are lightly embossed on the back to shape
the petals before assembling them.

Snip the stems away from the roses, place
bits of quartz paper behind the leaves only
and cut around. Stick the stems in place on
the card ready for the tops. 

Use pink or quartz paper behind the flower
heads. For the daisies punch a circle in pink
or quartz and place it behind the flower cen-
tre before sticking the whole flower onto
contrasting colour paper. Cut the flower out,
emboss lightly on the back and mount over
the top of the stem using a mini fixer pad.

Punch a selection of daisies in both sizes
and all three colours. Emboss lightly and
layer directly onto the card, sticking by the
centres only. There are endless ways of lay-
ering them, two examples are shown above
and you can see others on the main photo. 

The left hand one above comprises a large
black daisy, then a large quartz twisted to
show the black petals between. On top of
this add a small black daisy then a small
pink one. The centre piece is a small sticker
flower on quartz. 

The right hand flower is two large quartz
daisies twisted as before with a sticker
flower on pink in the centre. To finish up,
simply add stickers directly onto the card
using different style heart stickers.



Farmyard Friends
By Catherine Collet-Matringe
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Black Paper and Scraps of Brightly Coloured Paper.

Small Sharp Scissors, Tracing Paper and Pencil.

P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.

Card Mount: AP75U-49 Hammer Red or AP75U-50 Hammer Green.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

Trace a selection of farm animals from the diagrams below onto the
black paper and cut them out. Stick a piece of coloured paper behind
the apertures and then glue the front panels of the card closed. Stick
one of your cut out animals onto each of the coloured squares.

Freshen up your cards for spring or
Easter by simply hand cutting bright
paper flowers, grass and leaves to dec-
orate the mounts.

These little animals also work really
well as gift tags. Use one animal per tag
and add some grass and a birthday or
Easter greeting. These cards are perfect
for small children, especially if they have
visited, or are about to visit a farm. 



Flower Stall
By Alison Barrow
MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Creative Paper: SR061P Pink Stripes
and SR009P Random Lilac.

Stardream Paper: STD11P Amethyst 
and STD15P Rose Quartz.

Creative Linen Card: CEM04.

White Paper Approx 100-135gsm.

1 Sheet of Découpage Paper: DC319.

Gold Label Stickers: 
XL467U-01 Picture Frame, XL563U-01
and 03 Lettering, XL632U-01 and 02 
Borders, XL460U-01 Flowers, XL282U-01
Mothers Day, XL500U-05 Border Lines
and Hearts & Dots (on many sheets).

Colouring Pencils in Shades of Brown.

Seed Beads: BEA06 Pink.

Embroidery Needle.

Embroidery Thread: Red, Gold and Pink.

Tracing Paper and Pencil.

Craft Knife, Cutting Mat and Cutting Ruler.

Sticky Fixers and Double Sided Tape.

P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.

Card Mount: AP53U-44 Linen Cream.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

Card Mount - Bottom of Covered Centre Panel

2cm 2c
m

2cm 1cm
No

Glue

mm 11ccccccc1ccccc1cmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm

Shaped Panel

10mm

10mm

10mm2c
m

23
m

m

27
m

m

5c
m

10cm

Measure to the exact centre of the aperture panel
and the centre of the back panel then score both to
make a fold line which allows the card to fold into a
box shape.

Open out the card so the aperture panel is face
down on the left. Cover the full back panel with the
striped paper leaving a 1cm wide strip at the right
hand edge unglued. Fold the card on the score lines
and open out flat again. Cut two 2cm long slots in the
covered panel, one 2cm in from the left as shown and
the other 2cm in from the right hand fold line.

Open out the card blank, cut off the right panel
1cm from the fold line. Save the cut off part for later.

19
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Use the cut off
panel of cream card
to make a shaped
panel as shown on
the diagram. Score
and fold along the
two black dotted
lines then unfold
again. Tuck the tabs
into the slots in the
card blank and slide
down to fit. 

Cut a 1cm x 14cm
strip from the ran-
dom lilac paper and
stick to the striped
panel leaving a 1mm
gap above the top of
the shaped panel. 

Use a flower peel
off border to deco-
rate the centre of the
lilac strip and add
square block borders
along the edges.

Run two medium
green sticker lines
along the top edge
of the shaped panel,
carefully remove it
from the card and
put it aside for later.

Trace the brick pattern from the diagram
above. Place the open card with the pink
panel face down on the left so the front of 
the aperture panel is showing and transfer the
brick pattern onto it. Use a deep brown pencil
to draw the brick edges and brown pencils 
to colour them in.

Cut a strip of amethyst paper 7mm wide
and run a line of double sided tape along 
the back. Use this to make a border around
the bottom and sides of the aperture. Cut 
another piece 2cm x 13cm and stick it over-
lapping the top of the aperture with the top
edge 1cm from the top of the card.

Cut the four découpage prints apart. On
two of the prints cut straight across under
the awning as shown (left), put these and the
‘just for you tags’ aside for later. 

To add stiffness mount the remainder of
the first print onto a piece of medium weight
paper before cutting out all the areas shown
on the diagram (left). 

Cut the same areas from the second print
and cut this layer apart along the blue lines.
Put the pieces marked ‘front’ aside for later. 

20
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4

of the picture to cover the hole where the mouse
was. Fix the bear’s face into place. This completes
the flower stall which can now be slotted into place
again on the striped panel of the card mount.

Make the flower sign by sticking a gold frame
sticker to a piece of cream card then trimming the
card to the sticker edges. Spell out the word flowers
diagonally across the panel and decorate with any
small suitable stickers, I used a heart and red flower.
Glue this sign above the flowers on the right.

Fold the card and glue the 1cm tab lightly on both
sides. Carefully lift the unglued edge of the paper
covering the back panel, insert the tab between the
paper and panel, and press to secure.

Cut a piece of cream card to 3cm x 4cm and make
the sign using borders, dots and wording following
the picture for guidance. Glue into place on the card
front. Sticky fix the basket of roses into place. 

Glue the mouse and pots from layer 2 onto the
front panel. Cut the mouse and pots from layer 4
along the orange lines, fix one pot each side and glue
down where shown then fix the mouse in place. Cut
the feet, arm and flower from the layer 3 mouse and
fix in place. Discard the rest of this mouse and pot.

Cut out one complete awning as shown above
from the two saved earlier. At either end of the
awning the segments are incomplete, to remedy this
cut out the two sections shown by the coloured out-
lines (above) from the other awning. Glue the red
piece behind the left end to complete the segment
and the green piece over the incomplete half circle
on the right hand side. 

Cut the pink paper to the darker pink shape shown
above. Cut the complete awning into segments and
glue onto the pink paper leaving gaps between them
as shown by the light pink areas. Once they are all in
place, use silver border stickers to outline between
the shapes and around each curve leaving a little
pink showing by the curves. Edge the top section
with silver border stickers.

Fold the completed awning between the 4th and
5th segments then stick into place with the top cen-
tred on the top amethyst border on the card. 

Cut out the two “just for you” signs saved earlier
and sticky fix them into place, one each side of the
fold on the pink strip above the awning. 

Cut out all the pieces shown on diagram 4 and cut
them apart along the red line. Keep the mouse and
pots aside for the front. Work pink spider roses over
the flowers in the basket and fix this piece to the right

Stick the stiffened ted and flower piece centrally
onto the shaped panel (stall) positioning it so the top
of the panel is about where the red lines are at either
side (diagram for layers 1 and 2).

For all layers, use sticky fixers for depth and glue
to the layer below where marked with a cross. To
make the flowers stand out really prettily, I stitched
and beaded some of them (see instructions below),
they can be left plain if you prefer. When stitching,
tape all thread ends on the back of the print. 

Now working on layer two, use 2 strands of gold
thread to stitch French knots randomly over the
printed flowers marked ‘A’ on the diagram. Use a
single strand of pink thread to stitch pink seed beads
randomly over the pink flowers marked ‘B’. Sticky fix
the stitched pots onto layer 1 gluing where shown
then add the main centre piece.

Cut out all the pieces shown on digram 3 (it’s in-
side the brick diagram to save space). Cut the pieces
apart along the red lines. Keep the mouse piece
aside for the front of the card. 

Stitch spider roses in bright red over the roses in
the basket then sticky fix this layer into place. Stitch
gold French knots over the flowers in the same tub 
as before and position this
pot over the hole where the
mouse and pot have been
cut away, gluing at the
bottom where shown. Cut
between the bear’s head
and arm, curve the chin
down and sticky fix the
head into place. Curve the
shoulder down and sticky
fix the arm into place. 



Sweet Sensations
By Christine Robinson
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Frosted Shrink Plastic SHR02.

Creative Paper: 
SR118P Pink/Cream Gradient.

Creative Border: 
CB026P: Pink Flowers/Hearts.

Assorted Small Tags: PK480.

Gold Label Stickers: XL648U-02 Happy
Birthday, XL500U-02 Lines, XL321U-02
Letters, XL020U-02 Numbers, XL477U-
02 Hearts (or any with small hearts).

Marvy Le Plume Pens: 
RSP035 Yellow, RSP037 Orange,
RSP039 Pink and RSP031 Black. 

Heat Gun: HOT01 (or domestic oven).

2 Cocktail Sticks.

3mm Ribbon: RIB02-03 Pink.

Polypropylene Bag: PPB04 (or any).

Craft Knife, Ruler and Scissors.

P.V.A. Craft Adhesive and Silicone Adhesive.

Card Mount: GF26U-43 Linen White.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

Actual Size

Cover the front panels of the card using the pink/
cream creative paper, choose an area roughly in the
middle of the edge that shades across to get a piece
that goes from pink to orange.

Peel and stick a creative border along each side
edge of the large front panel and another just beside
the fold on the smaller panel. Add narrow sticker bor-
derlines along each side of the three flower borders.

Turn the card sideways so the narrow panel is clos-
est to you and stick birthday wording just above the
border all the way along. Allowing the words to start
and finish off the card edges always looks good.

Now for the sweets, remember these need to be
quite large, ready to shrink down to size. For my
heart shaped lollies, I drew around the heart aperture
of an AP11U card directly onto the frosted shrink
plastic, this is the easiest way but you can use the
diagram on the left if you don’t have a card to hand.

Draw the stripes onto the sweets, preferably with-
out using a ruler, you will need a steady hand for this.
If you feel you do need to use a ruler, try placing it
just a little way from where you want the line to be
and draw next to it rather than along it.

Use pink and yellow pens on one sweet and pink
and orange on the other, these need to be really wide 
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VARIATIONS:

stripes as they will shrink down, use the diagram to
guide you. Add a narrower black stripe either side of
all the coloured ones then cut out the hearts using
sharp scissors.

Shrink the plastic using the heat gun, protect your
work surface from the heat using a few sheets of
newspaper with a clean white sheet on top so the
print does not spoil your work. (I use a rubber mat
FPT01 which is perfect for this but don’t be tempted
to use a cutting mat as the heat will spoil it). Alterna-
tively you can use a conventional oven following the
instructions on the pack.

For the heat gun method, place the shape on the
mat or paper, hold the gun a few inches away and
keep it moving over the shape. The heart will buckle
and twist as it shrinks down but will flatten out again

as it fully shrinks. As soon as it looks finished place 
a small book over it and press down quite firmly for a
moment or two. Remove the book and wait a few
more moments for it to cool before handling.

Snip the ends off two cocktail sticks and attach
one to the back of each heart using silicone adhesive.
Cut a piece of the clear bag to make a wrapper for
each sweet and secure with a short length of pink 
ribbon tied around the stick.

Stick the tags and sweets onto the card with sili-
cone adhesive and using the photo for positioning
then add the letters and numbers to finish. 

Left: These sweets are made in the same way using
4cm x 7cm oblongs of shrink plastic with the corners
snipped off for extra shaping. The stripes are drawn
on as before but going straight along the sweet, not
at an angle. The pink Organza ribbon is RIB10-02
and the Creative Borders are CB025P.

Above: Liquorice allsorts are best drawn on white
shrink plastic (SHR01) as they are not translucent.
Before shrinking, the coconut sweets use circles
about 47mm diameter, the deep liquorice layers are
5cm square and the oblongs are 3cm x 5cm. Colour
these pieces using the photo to guide you, you will
need a few more colours for these sweets. Use a
clear bag (PPB19) to place the sweets into and tie
with organza ribbon (RIB10-13 Azalea).



Birthday Pansy
By Marian Chivers
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

White Cotton Fabric.

Stranded Cotton 
(See colour chart on next page).

Fade Pen or Fine Pencil.

Happy Birthday Paper: 
BP006 Blue on White.

Pastel Rainbow Parchment:
PG011.

Die Cut Frames: PK482 
(or Alchemy pearl white card).

Scrap of Clear Polyester.

Gems: GEM14 Purple Square,
and GEM16 Silver Round.

3mm Gold Bead.

Scissors or Craft Knife. 

Gold Label Stickers: 
ZL512U-82 and 56 Butterflies, ZL330U-52 and 82
Wavy Borders and ZL633U-82 Straight Borders. 

Embroidery Hoop and Embroidery Needle.

Double Sided Tape: ADH13 & UHU Glue: ADH01.

Card Mount: SF10M-83 Quartz.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

Cut a piece of birthday paper to 7cm x 18cm en-
suring the words are going the same way as in the
photo. Cut a piece of rainbow parchment to the same
size so you have a pink top edge fading to a purple
bottom edge.

With the fold at the top of the card, stick the birth-
day paper to the bottom edge of the card. Peel and
stick five or six small butterflies from the lilac sheet
randomly over the paper. Place the parchment over

the background sticking only a narrow strip
along the top edge, the rest is left free.

Run a silver wavy border along the top of the
papers where they meet the card then add a
clear one directly above this. Trim the edges of
the paper and stickers to the card edges.

Place the fabric over the pansy diagram on
the left and trace over all the lines including the
black square at the edge of the pansy frame.
Place this into the embroidery hoop.

Use the enlarged photograph and chart on
the following page for the thread colours and
direction of stitching. On the chart, colours
shown in the small squares are filling stitches,
colours shown as short lines are outlining, over-
stitching or stem stitch. 

Use a single strand of dark lavender to stem 
stitch the outline of the two upper petals. Stem 
stitch the rest of the petal outlines in the same
way using dark grey. Work the petals in long
and short stitch using a single strand of thread
in the colour shown. Begin at the outer edge of 
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333 Purple 111 0713
210 Dark Lavender 109 0803
155 Lavender 108 0802
153 Lilac 342 0801
725 Deep Yellow 298 0106
3347 Deep Green 239 1411
471 Pale Green 238 1410
3799 Dark Grey 400 1714
White White 1 White
Black Black 403 Black

DMC ANCHOR MADEIRA

333

210

155 153

471

Black

White

Use two 82mm frames from the pack, one has
to be pearl white, the other can be any pale colour.
Stick strips of double sided tape onto the back of
both frames, position the white one centrally over
the embroidery and press into place. Turn the work
face down and stick the second frame to the back
aligning them carefully so the edges don’t show. This
just gives a little extra depth behind the embroidery
making it stand out on the card. 

If you don’t have a pack of frames you can make
your own. Cut two pieces of pearl white card to
82mm square. Mark out an inner frame on each at
9mm from each edge and carefully cut along the
marked lines to remove the centre.

Use double sided tape to stick the embroidery
panel onto the card placing it about 15mm from the
left edge and with the centre of the panel over the
join in the background.

Stick a straight glitter border around all four card
edges and around the aperture of the embroidery
panel. Glue a square purple gem onto the corners of
both borders.

the two upper petals in the lilac and lavender as
shown shading in the dark lavender towards the cen-
tre of both petals. For the lower petals begin with the
purple, working into the black then into white. Add a
few stitches of yellow in the centre over the white
along with a few slightly longer purple stitches. With
the thread still attached stitch a gold bead into the
centre of the pansy. 

Use a single strand of pale green to work a line of
stem stitch for the centre of the main stem then out-
line this with a row of deep green stem stitches on
both sides. 

Outline the leaves in stem stitch using the deep
green. Infill using long and short stitch in pale green
add shading by working in the deep green towards
the centre of the leaves. Stitch the leaf stems in stem
stitch, take the stems right up the centre of each leaf
for the veins.

Remove the embroidery from the hoop, press the
work if necessary and trim the fabric edges to 1-2mm
inside the outer line.

Stick a large butterfly from the lilac sheet onto the
card close to the embroidery panel and angled as in
the photograph. Choose the same butterfly from the
clear glitter sheet and stick a piece of clear polyester
under each wing but not under the body. 

Cut the lower wings away from the butterfly. Place
the top wings over the lilac butterfly, pressing the
body down to stick the piece into place. 

If you happen to have a sheet of gold glitter butter-
flies, cut a complete body (from the same butterfly)
and stick it over the clear body on the card, if not a
lilac one will do just as well or leave it as it is with the
clear body on top.

Glue a purple square gem to the centre of the two
top wings and a round silver gem to the centre of the
two lower wings to finish.



Carol Harvey
Designer Profile
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It was my mum, Freda
Pearce, who first en-
couraged me to start
making cards. Mum was
interested in many crafts
from painting to 3D dé-
coupage to quilling and
many more. All through
my childhood she had
made things with us; we
were definitely a Blue
Peter family. She was
always knitting for us or
making up a castle or a
costume for us. 

I remember sitting in her craft room with her after
having to give up work in a bad
period of depression. I had been
diagnosed some years earlier with
manic depression but until then I
had managed to work with it, even
though I’d had to give up on my
career as an EEG technician at St.
Bartholomew’s hospital 10 years
previously. 

My first card was just a picture
cut out of a Craft Creations Cata-
logue, and was probably illegal; 
I hope that they will forgive me 
now. I remember it well; it was a 
snowman sitting by a hole in the
snow with a little fish peeping out.
I just sat with mum, coloured it in
and stuck it on a card with one of
mum’s “Happy Christmas” peel-
offs. That was the beginning of my
love of card making.

In the beginning I just did rubber stamping, first
buying that stamp of the snowman I had cut out of
mum’s catalogue. My cards were very basic; literally
just a stamped picture coloured in. 

Mum was very encouraging and used to get me
things, or tell me where I could get them. I can’t
remember when I had my first Craft Creations cata-
logue but I loved going through it and choosing
things; something that I still enjoy today (more fun
than clothes shopping!). I progressed to embossing
the stamped images and had a range of lovely
powders, yet I was not always satisfied with the
result. Sometimes it seemed really hard to get a
strong line with the rubber stamp. 
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Next I tried quilling, as mum was very good at that
but it didn’t come very easily to me and I seemed to
end up with bits of paper everywhere.

Mum showed me her découpage papers; my first
thoughts were “I’ll never manage that”, I have a slight

tremor of my hands from my medication and it all
seemed so intricate, could I manage the small cuts?
However, I loved the fact that there were so many to
choose from. When I bought a rubber stamp I felt I

could only use it once for
the family. For the same
money I could easily
buy 10 or 20 découpage
sheets, all different.

I decided to give it a go and was surprised to find
that I loved it, I found it absorbing and in the end
could manage quite intricate designs. Bit by bit I
gave up my rubber stamping, giving the stamps to
friends or to local charity shops. I felt that I didn’t

want to hang on to
them as they took up
so much room and
my heart wasn’t in
it any more. Instead 
of boxes I now had
lever arch files with
punched pockets to
hold my découpage
and background pa-
pers so that I could
flip through them to
choose one.

By then it was the
early 2000’s and I 
was making my cards
a bit like a production
line. They were all 
the same with just
a different picture. 
Cut out the picture,
stick it on and add 
a border and a peel-
off greeting. 
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I was on a lot of medication and felt quite ‘flat’, I could only think quite
slowly and couldn’t do cross word puzzles. Making cards was a lifeline
as it gave me a sense of purpose. However, I made more cards than
I had friends and family, and didn’t really know what to do with them.
Then I saw an advert for a Craft Fair at
a nearby church and booked a table.
In the end though, I just felt too unwell
to go and gave away or sold quite
cheaply lots of my cards to a group
called “The Tuesday Happy Club”. It is
a meeting for elderly people with a few
of us a bit younger (I’m 50) who have
some disability. We have a lot of fun
there playing bingo, two kit kats for a
line and a big bar of chocolate for a
full house. Then we chat over sand-
wiches, cake and two cups of tea.

At the beginning of 2006 the psychi-
atrists started reducing my medication
at first it made things worse but at last
it worked, I felt that I had a brain again

and could do Code Words; I prefer them
to crossword puzzles.

My card making changed enormously
and I started making cards for each per-
son rather than just making them. Members of the meeting would
ask me for a flower, a teddy or a butterfly etc. By now I was trying
to personalise the cards by adding a name on the front. 

My husband, Ian, is studying for
a Diploma in computer program-
ming with the Open University. He
showed me how to move text
around to make individual insert
sheets. Previously it had been
“Happy Birthday” aligned with the
space bar and printed out in bulk

as it took so long to
get it right. 

I have always
loved colour; I’m 
not really good at 
subtle. I love my
peel-off borders
and greetings, and
have them in lots of
colours. In fact,Craft
Creations probably
know that it’s me as
soon as they open
out my order form.
One white (08), 
one red (04), one
pink (20) etc. I
almost know the
colour numbers off
by heart.

Now I always try
to get more out of 
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each découpage sheet than just the picture. I always
look at it first to find ways to cut out something extra
in the 3rd or 4th cut, such as an unwanted hat or a
flower to use as decorations on the cards. Failing
that I often find that I can use a lot of the background
of the decoupage sheet in my hole punches. 

I like to recycle as much as possible; the bigger
pieces go into our recycle bin and I cut up the smaller
bits for my compost bin for the garden, the wormies
and the creepies sometimes get some glue as well
which is I suppose like having a bit of butter on your
sandwich! It all seems to rot down anyway.

My health problems still affect me and my card
making but thankfully I am managing much better. I
have mini highs and downs all the time. When I am
high I have lots of ideas for cards that just aren’t
there when I’m down. I am learning to write
down the ideas so I can have a go at them later.
It can be hard to sit and watch TV with my hus-
band but it’s easier to manage it if I do some
cutting out for my next project at the same time. 

When I’m down I find cutting out very absorb-
ing and it helps my anxiety as I find it relaxing
too; I find it more helpful than taking Diazepam.
It is then that I do the more challenging dé-
coupage such as all the leaves in DC037 with
the two little birds, or I trim up the ones I did
when I was high but have left little bits of white
paper on. I’m not as careful when I’m high and
have been known to cut off a head or a flower. 

On the days when I don’t feel like doing any-
thing much, to sit and cut out or make up the
ideas I previously thought of is very important.
I also have two pen-friends, both of whom have
had depression. We always decorate our letters
with flowers or other pictures and frequently
send each other a card, not just for birthdays,
but to say we care. To get a card and a letter as
a surprise means so much and is a great help
in a down phase for all of us. 

I am hoping that the more serious problems I have
had recently while changing my medication are
behind me now. Thankfully, the nausea is getting
less and I have been on my first bus ride for about 5

years. I would like to be able to make some cards for
charity, beyond that my list of family and friends
seems to be increasing so I’m just off to get my 
scissors and my box of hole-punches as I know I’ll
never lose this love of making a card and seeing that
smile on someone’s face.



Stitched Cross
By Susan Barlow
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Metallic Gold Thread: MEC01.

Gold Label Stickers: XL563U-02 Letters, 
XL295U-02 Borders and XL465U-02 Flowers.

Gelly Roll Glaze Pens: GEL61 Yellow, 
GEL62 Orange and GEL67 Green.

Sky Blue Ink Pad: STP35.

Fingertip Dauber: SPO03.

Tracing Paper and Pencil.

Gold Gem: GEM16 (assorted).

Scrap of Thin Card 10cm x 15cm.

Sewing Needle.

Pricking Tool and Mat.

Craft Knife or Scissors.

Clear Tape.

UHU General Purpose Adhesive.

Card Mount: DF03U-63 Virtual Pearl.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

1

1

3

3

5

5

2

2

4

4

6

6

Actual Size

Trace the dot pattern from the diagram on the left.
Position the traced pattern over the centre panel of
the card and tape to keep in place. Place a piece 
of scrap card behind the centre panel and then put
the whole thing onto a pricking mat. 

Prick through each hole in turn going through the
tracing, the card mount and the scrap card behind.
Remove the tracing and the scrap card from the card
mount and use a knife to cut out the cross (along the
dotted line from the scrap card). Cut the two rows of
the circle by hand and use a ruler to cut the straight
parts of the cross, leaving you with a template of 
the cross and circle. 

You can prick the card mount and scrap of card
one at a time if you prefer or you can trace the lines
of the cross and transfer them to the scrap card to
make the template instead of pricking through.

Position the cross template over the pricked cross
on the card, fix into place with a little tape at the top
and bottom of the cross. Use the fingertip dauber 
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STITCHING & DECORATING:

Gold Edge

Actual Size

and blue pad to sponge the inside of the circle. Add
a line of sponged colour down each side of the cross.
Remove the tape to finish the top and bottom holding
the template in place while you finish. Remove the
template and set the card aside to dry.

Use gold thread to stitch the cross as described
below. Fix the ends of the thread on the back of the
panel with little bits of clear tape. 

Begin with the short arms of the cross, this stitch-
ing is shown in pink on the diagram on the previous
page. Come up at hole 1, down at 2, up at 3, down
at 4 and so on until all the lines shown have been
worked. Repeat these steps to make the stitched
pattern on the right hand side of the same arm,
these lines are shown in pale grey.

Work the two side arms in the same way. The
longer bottom arm is also worked using the same
method, but the dots are more spaced out to cover
the longer shape. These stitches are shown in green
on the diagram on the previous page.

Work the centre shape (blue lines on the diagram)
by simply coming up at an outer hole and going
down through the centre hole for each stitch.

Next work the outlining using the diagram below to
guide you. Stitch all around the outline of the cross
using long straight stitches from the corner points
(shown in red). Complete the cross by stitching along

the outer and inner circles in backstitch, these lines
are shown in green. Fold the card and stick the end
panel behind the stitching.

This design uses the waste between the rows of
sticker borders rather than the borders themselves.
Cut both ends of the waste strip away from the
background waste material but leave it on the sheet.
I wanted to have a yellow/gold outer edge on my 
border so I coloured one side on one strip and left
the rest silver. It is best if the chain sticker beside it
is still on the sheet when you do the colouring. 

Use the yellow glaze pen, make sure the pen is
not flooding, by drawing onto a scrap of paper first
until it draws a fine line. Place the nib in the groove
between the sticker border and the waste strip you
want to colour. Run the pen along the groove to
colour the whole length of the edge of the strip then
leave aside to dry whilst it is still on the sheet.

Add the flower stickers to the arms of the cross
using a single flower with scroll ends on the top and
two sides and one of the rows of three with an extra
single flower on the bottom arm.

Add the diamond waste border (coloured earlier)
along the centre of the white circle bending it to
shape as you go and trimming at the stitching. Make
sure the gold edge is along the outer edge on all
four sticker pieces, see the photo above. Add the
wording stickers and the gem in the centre of the
cross. Colour the flowers using the Gelly Roll pens
and leave to dry once again.



Lilac Blossoms
By Tricia Hyde
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Fimo Soft: FIM25 Lavender, FIM47 Metallic Pearl,
FIM06 Raspberry and (Classic) FIM17 Leaf Green.

Lilac Mulberry Paper: M10A4.

Hi-5 Morphing Mauve Card: HIF03C.

Organza Ribbon: RIB10-05 Lilac (similar colour).

Deckled Scissors.

5mm Blossom Icing Plunger Cutter.

Fimo Rolling Pin.

Cocktail Stick and Cooking Foil.

Wording Rubber Stamp.

Embossing Ink Pad.

Gold Embossing Powder.

Heat Gun.

UHU General Purpose Adhesive.

Card Mount DEC8U-65 Hi-5 Morphing Mauve.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

You can use Fimo soft straight from the pack with a
minimum of kneading. Fimo classic must be kneaded
for a while before use to soften it up.

Wash your hands and tools between colours to
keep them nice and clean, otherwise
the colours can become degraded
especially when going from a dark to
a lighter colour clay.

1. Make a ball of pearl Fimo about
1cm in diameter.

2. Flatten the ball and
make a vase shape as
shown in the diagram.
Place the vase onto a
piece of foil.

3. The leaves are all made
from a single piece of clay.

This gorgeous vase crammed with the prettiest of
tiny flowers makes a perfect card for Mother’s Day,
Easter or a birthday. 

The flowers are made with a plunger cutter usually
used for cake decorating. These are readily available
from cake craft shops and suppliers on the internet.

Actual Size

Actual Size

Actual Size

1

2 3

Roll a slightly smaller ball
of leaf green and flatten
to fit the top of the vase.
Lightly press into place
against the top of the
vase. Use the cocktail
stick or a knife to score
deep lines on the green
disc. This roughens it and
gives the appearance of
multiple stems where it is
visible under the flowers.
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VARIATIONS:
For the flowers, lightly knead about one eighth of a

block of pearl Fimo, add a tiny pinch of raspberry
and blend together. This should give you a nice, but
not too strong, pink.

The shade sample below shows the palest to the
darkest raspberry used in my selection of flowers. 
It’s always best to start pale and work through to 
the dark shades, as it takes a lot of pearl
to lighten the Fimo and only a tiny pinch
of colour to darken it.

Check your pink against the sample
and if it’s too pale, add more raspberry, 
a little at a time, until it’s just right.

Roll the clay out to about 3mm thick
and cut a few flowers. Add a tiny pinch
more raspberry to darken
the colour and cut a few
more flowers. Repeat this
to make several shades 
of pink and about 25 to 
30 flowers in total.

Mix some more of the
pearl with a tiny pinch of
lavender and compare it
to the lavender sample
(above right). If it is too
pale, add a tiny bit more
lavender as before until the
shade matches. Punch a
few flowers and add laven-
der to darken the shade as
before. You only need 10 to

15 lavender flowers in total, so punch
a few less of each shade.

Pick the flowers up with the cocktail
stick, gently shape them with your 
fingers and press them onto the 
stems on the vase, there is not really 
a method to this, just add them, mixing
the colours as you go and piling them
on top of each other until they look like
a lovely full bunch.

Move the work to a baking sheet,
still on the foil, and bake according to
the instructions on the Fimo pack.

Prepare the card by stamping the
wording onto the bottom of the card
front and emboss with the gold pow-
der. Tear a panel of lilac Mulberry to 60mm x 70mm
and stick, by the centre only, to the card about 20mm
from the top edge. Use the deckled scissors to cut a
panel of morphing mauve card to 45mm x 60mm and
stick this over the Mulberry panel on the card. 

Tie a bow from the organza ribbon and glue this to
the top left corner of the panel. Once the vase of
flowers has completely cooled, glue it to the centre 
of the panel on the card.

The two examples below have pots in different
styles. The pot on the yellow version is much thicker
and more rounded to make a fuller bunch and the
flowers have deep yellow centres. The leaves on 
both these designs are individually shaped.



Easter Daffodils
By Charlotte King
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STITCHING INFORMATION:

Stitched On: 14 Count White Aida.

Stitch Count: Width 53 x Depth 51.

Card Mount: AP04U-50 
Hammer Green.
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307 Bright Yellow 290 104
444 Deep Yellow 291 105
972 Apricot 302 113
741 Orange 304 201
703 Green 238 1307

DMC ANCHOR MADEIRA

A

B
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Use 2 strands for the cross stitch and
all the green stitching. Use 1 strand for
the apricot and orange lines.

The orange lines around the daffodil
trumpets are very informal to give them
the frilly topped look. I have included my

trumpet lines on the chart
but they are fairly random
and it may be easier to 
simply stitch them on with-
out following the chart too
closely.

This pretty Easter card
has been stitched using
DMC thread. Using Anchor
or Madeira threads may
give a slightly different,
although equally pleasing,
finished result. 



Foxy Chicks
By Nora Johnston
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Vivelle: VIV14A4 Pale Yellow
and VIV01A4 White.

PaleYellow Bows: 2 x BOW31-11.

Gold Fabric Leaf: LEA06-01.

3mm Wobbly Eyes: TRM01.

Sizzix Chick Die (or similar).

Small Gems: GEM16 Gold
and GE05-02 Silver.

Gold Label Stickers: XL420U-01.

Small White Feather.

Yellow and Blue Metallic Pens.

Brown Card and White Card.

Glitter Glue: GLI44 Gold and GLI56 Crystal.

Narrow Ribbon: RIB08-01 Gold (similar).

Mini Fixers and P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.

Card Mount: DEC3U-01 Dark Cream.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

Cut a piece of brown card to 65mm x 125mm and
sticky fix centrally onto the card mount. Stick a strip
of ribbon down the centre of the brown card to divide
it in two. Add the Easter greeting below the panel. 

Use the Sizzix die (see note below) to cut two
chicks from the yellow Vivelle. Remove the beaks 
and keep them to one side. Stick the chicks onto the
brown panels and add the beaks, placing the beaks
at different angles and positions changes the chicks
expressions and makes them more individual. Add
a pair of joggle eyes to each chick.

Use the photo to guide you when decorating the
chicks. Cut a hat from the white Vivelle, peel and
stick it into place then add a feather and bow. Make

Please Note: This Sizzix die has been discontinued but you may
already have it or something fairly similar (see left). It would not
be hard to cut your own by hand in a similar style if necessary.

a necklace with a line
of crystal glitter glue
then a line of gold on
top, add a gem heart
pendant. Use crystal
glitter glue on the feet
with gold on the toes. 

Make a loop of rib-
bon to fit on the top of
the male chick’s head,
add the leaf and a gold
gem. Stick a yellow
bow tie on just below
the beak.

Peel and stick a
chick and a trio of eggs
onto white card. Cut the pieces out, colour them and
use sticky fixers to mount into place on the card.

These chicks are great for dressing up and would
make brilliant hen party invites. These (above) are
dressed with fluffy feathers, glitter and gems.

The card on the left uses chicks from a Quickutz
die (QKD056). These are a bit smaller than the Sizzix
version but they work just as well, and you can fit
more of them on the card. The lovely bright fans are

coloured feathers
with most of the tops
cut off. The fans and
chicks are decorated
with a mixture of glit-
ter peel off dots.

Actual Size



Christening Keepsake
By Jean Brown
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Scraps of Card: Gold Mirri,
White and Alchemy Ivory.

A4 White Paper.

Gold Label Stickers: ZL693U-51
Watch, XL170U-01 Borders,
XL463U-01 Crosses, XL692U-01
Rings, XL153U-01, XL660U-01
& XL704U-01 all Corners.

Gems: GE01-02 Flowers, GE05-02 Round and
GEM15 Squares (assorted colour pack).

3mm and 6mm Ivory Satin Ribbon.

Ivory Satin Fabric, Needle and Ivory Thread. 

Ivory Lace (mine is 3.5cm wide and 1cm wide).

Ivory Lace Flowers & 1cm Ivory Organza Ribbon.

Scrap of Ivory Leatherette. 

Tracing Paper, Pencil and Scoring Tool.

Knife, Ruler and Cutting Mat.

UHU General Purpose Adhesive: ADH01.

Sticky Fixers: ADH05.

Card Mount: DEC1U-46 Hammer Cream x 3.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

1. Prepare two of the hammer cream card mounts by
scoring a line at 1cm from either side of the pre-
scored centre line.

2. Fold each card on
its original score line
but reversed so the
hammer texture is
inside. Then fold 
the flaps back on
the two outer score

lines, this makes a little ‘V’
shape at the fold and brings
the hammer texture back to 
the outside.

3. Glue the two cards together
as shown, both textured side
down, to make a 3D box card
with three panels. 

Christenings are always very
special family occasions and this
beautiful card will make a trea-
sured keepsake to be given to
the child when they are older.

If you are making the Christen-
ing gown for the baby, use some
of the spare scraps of satin and
lace for the gown inside the card
this will make it even more special.

Fold the card as shown in the main photo and work
directly onto the front panel using the photo to guide
you. Peel and stick a corner sticker from XL153 onto
each of the top two corners. Use a waste strip from
between the chain borders (XL170) to add the border-
line across the top between the corners. 

Use the same waste border strips coming down
from each corner to about 4cm from the bottom of
the front panel each side, then another across the
centre of the lower edge starting and finishing 4cm
from the sides.

Several of the pieces on the design need deckled
edges, use the third card mount for this. Trace the 

2

3

1
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pieces from the diagram above, place the tracing
over the spare card using the edges of the mount
for the deckled edges, make two of the triangles. 

Mount the two triangles onto the lower corners of
the card using sticky fixers, see the photo for posi-
tioning. Run waste borders along the two deckled
edges of the triangles so it looks like the two corners
of the card are turned up.

The little motifs along the edges of the card are
the waste pieces from the corner sheet XL153, pick
them off with the tip of your knife blade and place as
shown to decorate along the borders.

Assemble the church onto the card (except for 
the door) in numerical order using sticky fixers for all 
the pieces. Use the scoring tool to indent 7 or 8 lines,
quite close together, down the door to resemble
planks then glue it into place on the church. Accen-
tuate the top of the door using a tiny corner sticker
from XL704. Add tiny hinges from waste pieces and
dots for door handles. 

Continue decorating the church using a watch face
from the glitter sheet for the clock and a small cross.
The church windows are waste pieces from inside the
wedding rings, cut straight across at the bottom. Add
square waste pieces from the tiny corner sheet to the
centre of each window placing them diagonally.

Cut a 42 x 68mm panel of gold Mirri card and add
border waste strips around the edges, mount the
panel at the top centre of the card using sticky fixers.
Type the wording on your computer and print out on
white paper, glue onto white card and cut to 32 x
58mm. Add the same style border waste around the
edges and a large corner
from XL660 to the lower left
and top right corners. Fix
this centrally over the gold
Mirri panel and add a gem
to each sticker corner.

Cut a book from Alchemy
ivory using the diagram
(right), score along the two

dotted lines, fold to crease and unfold
again. Cut a 4cm length of 3mm ivory rib-
bon with a slant at each end. Cut two sticky
fixers to fit neatly inside the book. Place
one inside, fold the ribbon in half and place
the folded end onto the sticky pad with
about 1cm of both ends sticking out at the
bottom of the book, add the second fixer
on top of the first and fold the book closed.
Stick a small cross to the front cover and
glue the book into place.

Cut a bib (below) from hammer cream
card. Cut a 20cm length of organza ribbon,
fasten the thread at one end in the centre of
the width and
make a line of
small tacking

stitches along the centre.
Pull the thread to ruffle
and shorten the organza
so it fits around the outer
edge of the bib then 
fasten off and glue into
place. Fix the bib over
the left corner of the
card.

Cut two soles
for the shoes
from white card
and turn one
face down to
make a pair.

Cut a strip
of leatherette 
fabric to 12mm
x 7cm and a
smaller strip to
2mm x 2cm for
each shoe.
Place the centre of the large strip touching onto the
toe of the sole as shown and glue in place, this is the
bottom of the shoe. Wrap the strip around the sole,
folding a little more under at the sides as shown and
gluing as you go, glue the ends together at the back
of the shoe. Turn the shoe over, the top may look a
bit unformed but the strap will give it more shape. 

Add the strap across the centre of the shoe. For
the left shoe, glue one end of the strap just inside the
right side of the shoe and the other end outside on
the left side of the shoe. Stick a tiny gold dot onto
the end of the strap and add a flower and gem to the
top of the shoe. Work the other shoe in the same
way, reversing the strap. Glue both shoes into place.

Use the photo of the dress panel and the enlarged
section of the dress on the next page along with the
instructions to help you make the dress. It can be
part hand stitched and part glued, or hand stitched
throughout, for these instructions I have assumed
you will stitch and glue.

Actual Size

Actual Size

Bottom of Shoe

x2
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23
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Actual Size

Actual Size
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A. Make the bodice beginning with a piece of satin
8cm x 6cm and place as shown. Fold a small amount
over at the top and bottom to hide the rough edges
and lightly stitch. Fold the two sides in to the centre. 

Sleeve

Sleeve
Skirt

eee

Slee

Bodice

B. Lightly tack the ends at the centre so they stay in
place and fold the piece in half from top to bottom.

C. Shown folded and ready to take the sleeves. For
each sleeve, cut a piece of the deep lace
to 2.5cm wide. Fold the two sides in
to meet each other and lightly stitch
together across the centre. Tuck the
sleeves into the bodice one each side
and lightly stitch up the sides.

Cut a piece of satin to 11 x 36cm for
the skirt. Fold a small amount over to
make a hem along one long edge and
glue or lightly stitch. Cut a 36cm length
of deep lace and glue to the hemmed
edge of the skirt with 1cm of lace show-
ing below the satin.

Tack all the way along the top edge of
the skirt. Pull the tacking thread to gather
the skirt, keep going until the top of the
skirt is small enough to just fit into the
bodice. Tuck the skirt into the bodice by
about 1-1.5cm, this will pad the bodice
out giving it a lovely full look, glue the
skirt into place.

Cut a strip 5mm deep and 4cm long
from the edge of a piece of deep lace for
the neck. Curve it into a circle, and glue
in place over the top of the bodice. Use 
narrow lace for the waistband or cut the
wide lace down to 1cm deep. Wrap the
lace around the waist and glue into place. 

Take a 30cm length of 3mm ribbon, tie
a bow in the centre and glue it over the

A

B
C

lace on the bodice. Twirl the ribbon tails and glue 
the ends to the dress to hold them in place. Decorate
the edges of the card as shown and glue the dress
into place, spreading the skirt to a pleasing shape.

Cut a 6cm length of deep lace, tack along one side
of the lace and gather to make the back of the bon-
net. Cut a 25cm length of 3mm ribbon, fold in half
and stitch to the front of the bonnet. Glue the bonnet
onto the card, twirl and arrange the tails of the ribbon
and glue the ends onto the card. 

Decorate the bonnet and dress with lace flowers
and gems and the bib with a fabric bear or similar
little motifs that you may have available.

I wrote a short verse for the top inside flap which I
typed out on the computer and for the lower flap (not
shown), I typed the baby’s name, the day and date of

the ceremony, the name
of the church and the
Godparents’ names. 

Cut the two typed
sheets to fit the card
flaps and glue them into
place. Run a chain bor-
der around the edges
and add a small corner
sticker from XL660 to
each corner.
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Above:
Rosemary Harrison, Kent.
A cascade card covered with pretty
paper and edged with borders. The im-
ages are stuck onto coloured card and
mounted onto the card with mini fixers
for depth.

Above: Edna Isherwood, Lancs.
Creative borders fan out across
the card with a little robin pic-
ture which is layered using mini
fixers. Peel off bells and word-
ing have been used to add
sparkle.

Above: Annette Humphries,
Mid Glamorgan.
Paper roses presented over
shiny card on a brightly
coloured panel, edged with
creative borders and punched
flowers. Tiny gems decorate
the punched flowers.

Below:
Norah Grey, Essex.
Border stickers are placed
diagonally at each corner.
I have punched the trees
from snowflake paper and
filled the background with
Flower Soft.

Below: Jennifer Lomas, Buckinghamshire.
Double fold card slightly cut down with a hand cut aper-
ture. The iris is cut using a Cricut machine and the card
is covered with creative paper. Decorated with creative
borders, Gold Label peel off stickers and a ribbon tied in
a bow to finish.

Above:
Gwen Doyle, Suffolk.
I covered a square piece of card with
snowflake paper to make the parcel
and used creative borders as the 
ribbon. Punched flowers and peel 
off stickers decorate the card.

Left:
Anne Cunliffe, Cheshire.
I have used a deckled edge
card and folded back the
front panel. The backing 
papers are space borders
and space stars which are
edged with Gold Label peel
off stickers. The greetings
are creative borders and
the spaceman and rocket
are from a CD.
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Right:
Lynnette Rooyakkers,
New Zealand.
Two single fold cards
and a hand cut aper-
ture make this design
allowing the image to
twist as the card is
opened.

Above: Caroline Laurie, Fife.
A bronze and green themed design made using images
mounted onto coloured paper, the greeting is taken from
the corresponding découpage sheet. Glitter glue is added
to all the panels for extra sparkle.

Below:
Janet McCluskey, Ayrshire.
My card is covered with two papers,
both glued by the left edge only, leav-
ing the right side to float. Borders are
used to edge the card and peel off
stickers decorate the flaps. The but-
terfly wings are stuck onto polyester
and fixed by the body only.

Right:
Maureen Furniss,
Nottinghamshire.
The aperture is backed with woven
translucent paper strips and edged
with a snowflake border. The images
are stuck onto silver Mirri card and
mounted using mini fixers. Large
snowflake stickers fill the empty
boxes and pretty yarn decorates the
bottom of the card.

Left:
K. A. Hinson, Notts.
This card has been
‘tied’ with a creative
border ribbon. The
postage stamp and
gift tag have been
rubber stamped and
embossed. Peel off
holly, gems and a bow
decorate the card.

Above: Janet Hind, Notts.
The aperture has been made
into a shaker panel using a cre-
ative image and birthday/star
sequins. A second image 
overlaps the aperture and the 
border is hand drawn. Peel off
stickers decorate the card.

Above:
Christine Ellingham, France.
I stuck the snowmen images
onto card for extra stiffness.
The first was left whole and
the other three were cut down
to make a pyramid effect. The
card is decorated with creative
borders and peel off stickers.
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Right: Mrs M. A. Robertson,
Renfrewshire.
The front panel is cut to shape
using deckled scissors then
edged with creative borders
and decorated with glitter
stickers. The back panel is
covered with striped paper.

Left:
Margaret Culpin, Suffolk.
The wording is printed directly onto the card from the computer
and the map is printed onto paper. Peel off stickers edge the
map and the car images are built up using mini fixers. The ‘L’
plate is made from card.

Below: Mareth Allison, Lancs.
Bear and tankard images are
stuck onto red card and
mounted onto background
paper cut using shaped scis-
sors. Banners are mounted
with mini fixers and the heart
borders are peel off stickers.

Above: Mrs D. Booker, Yorkshire.
A poinsettia découpage design, the background of which has
been cut into an oval shape. Holly borders decorate the edges of
the card and the wording is a peel off sticker.

Above: Ginny Adams, Bristol.
The daffodil stickers are col-
oured in using pens and a
clear oblong sticker added on
top to frame them. Peel off
stickers are used to decorate
the rest of the card. 

Left: Jean Smith, Essex.
The front of the card is trimmed and covered with printed poly-
ester which is fixed in place with brads. The back panel is edged
with matching paper and sticker borders. The bouquet image
is mounted onto a sticky sheet and the edges are covered with
glitter. The butterflies and greeting are stamped onto polyester
using a white StazOn ink pad and glitter.

Right:
Karen Young, Cheshire.
3D Découpage design moun-
ted onto a single fold card
which has been highlighted
with glitter. The corners and
wording are peel off stickers.
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Below: Cath Foster, Suffolk.
The snowman and girls are layered up
using creative images. Music and
holly borders decorate the card and
glitter glue is used on the girls’ fur
trims to add sparkle. 

Above:
Yvonne Lucas, Hampshire.
Blue textured paper is used behind the images and
borders on this card. Multi-coloured dots cut from
the border sheet complete the card nicely.

Above: 
Janet Clarkson, Nottinghamshire.
A waste sticker sheet makes up the background panel
for this design. The outer borders and centre panel are
peel off stickers. The main sticker is mounted over wrap-
ping paper on purple card, both edged with sticker lines.

Above:
Jane Hennis, Cumbria.
A horseshoe image is mounted
onto silver card and presented
over a wedding day backing
paper with silver edges. The
corners are decorated with
smaller images and peel-off
stickers. I added heart gem-
stones to the wording panel.

Above: Sue Minto, Devon.
Quilled frogs and water lilies mounted
over lily pads cut from paper. The 
detail on the lily pads is hand drawn.
Flower Soft is used to make the tops 
of the bulrushes.

Left:
Shirley Roulston, Gwynedd.
A rubber stamped and embossed fan which has been
accented with glitter. It’s mounted on contrasting
colours and has a pretty ribbon bow.

Below:
Lorraine Chadwick, Derbyshire.
I stuck the car stickers onto
green card and mounted them
using mini fixers. Birthday bor-
ders edge the card and straight
line peel-off stickers surround
the creative images.
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Above: Fiona Kirk, Lanarkshire.
The snowman panel is a creative image stuck
directly onto the card front, edged with snow-
flake borders and Gold Label stickers. The
inside of the card has been detailed with a
snowman tag and stickers.

Below: 
Margaret Hinder, Essex.
Foil embossed hearts and stars
decorated with a red gem heart
and a ribbon bow. The wording
is a peel off sticker.

Right:
Jean Childs, Gwent.
The glass shaped aperture is hand cut then
worked using paper strips similar to Iris fold-
ing. The names of the recipients are added to
the ribbon using Gold Label lettering.

Left: Jasmine Stephens, Avon.
The printed picture is cut from an old calendar
and mounted on layers of black and white card.
The frame is made from a simple origami fold
and the border sticker is mounted on star paper.
Decorated with ribbon and peel off stickers.

Below:
Glenda Davis, E. Sussex.
Bittersweet berries tied with a
red ribbon and mounted onto
gold paper. The panel is edged
with Christmas borders and
gold glitter glue.

Left: Mary Garratt, Hertfordshire.
A flower arrangement made from peel off stick-
ers and green sticky backed paper. The aperture
is backed with lilac paper and edged with 
border stickers.

Left:
Sheila Jones,
Dyfed.
This poppy is a 
3D découpage
worked on a
Spirella style 
template. Peel
off stickers 
edge the front
of the card
with a birthday 
border sticker 
on the inside
back panel.
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